
About the writing samples

Writing samples 1 and 2 are from my time with eBay.

eBay has APIs that correspond to most of the buy/sell actions found on the 
ebay.com site. The ebay.com site evolves: new features are introduced, existing 
features are modified, and some features go away. Accordingly, the APIs are 
updated: new calls are added, existing calls are modified, and calls or features 
are deprecated.

writing sample 1_John Darrow
(Managing Shipping; pardon some artifacts from my stitching screen captures 
into a PDF file)

When I hired into eBay, I was given the small assignment of amending existing 
documentation on postal shipping for some minor changes that were introduced 
in the API--a suitable newbie task.

Oh but what a difficult document to understand! In this document (a web page) 
on Managing Shipping, I encountered so many paragraphs that mentioned 
concepts later in the document. It was spaghetti documentation, requiring the 
reader to jump around to grasp other things before grasping the immediate thing.

I got permission to rewrite this document as time permitted. I came to 
understand (from ongoing contact with our developer support team and product 
change request team) which parts of our shipping-related API were particularly 
difficult for external and internal developers to understand. Dot dot dot, I became 
the shipping domain guy. I was assigned almost all of the shipping-related API 
amendments over the next few years. Eventually, I had rewritten the whole 
chapter. 

My new version of the document presented the major concepts right up front, 
guiding the developer to understand what he or she really needed to understand 
immediately or could safely defer. Some of the trickiest concepts in shipping 
garnered their own sections or headings, enabling easy lookup when the 
developer needed. Significant improvements in the documentation and the 
experience for the reader.

Was this an editing task? Sure. On the other hand, I could say that this was more 
like my gathering material from developers, grasping the entire domain, and 
(re)writing accordingly. I could thus spin it this way: "I wrote the whole 
document."



writing sample 2_John Darrow
(GetBestOffers; pardon some artifacts from my stitching screen captures into a 
PDF file)

GetBestOffers is a call or function in the eBay API for fetching all the best offers 
proposed by buyers for an item being sold.

My task was to amend existing documentation with these two things:
- a section on how to test, "Testing GetBestOffers"
- the Samples section

What I want to draw your attention to is the Samples section, specifically to the 
process behind the creation of this section.

Within a year of my hiring into eBay, I was asked if I might develop a Java 
program for converting our WSDL schema facts into formal HTML pages. I 
enhanced this program as three of us brainstormed on what we wished to present 
in our web pages. (This was the start of a decade of my creating and refining 
processes by which we generated and released documentation. For a long time, I 
provided both new content or doc amendments and improved the tooling. As the 
years past, more of my time went to tooling, as new schema formats were 
introduced, most notably eBay's JSON schema for REST APIs which was based on 
the Google Discovery Doc format. Current REST API example: 
https://developer.ebay.com/devzone/rest/api-ref/fulfillment/index.html )

"Let's generate the Samples section!" was one of the automation ideas that came 
up along the way. I came up with a folder structure and file naming convention by 
which facts about each call and its samples could be stored by writers.  My Java 
program then pulled in the necessary content from the WSDL schema and these 
samples files to produce a completed web page per call found in the particular 
eBay API.

Thus the Samples section helps illustrate these points:
• Common, structural stuff, like the Samples heading and its boilerplate 

introductory text, and the styling of subsequent headings and samples, 
comes from the Java programming.

• Content comes from files created by writers. 
• Writers saved supporting descriptive details (e.g. the title or summary 

for a particular sample, and descriptions for the input and output 
samples) in a config file per call (conforming to an XML format I 
declared).

• Writers saved the input and output samples themselves in txt files 
whose names followed a convention that conveyed which call, whether 
it was an input or output sample, and what format it was (e.g. XML, 
URI, JSON).

https://developer.ebay.com/devzone/rest/api-ref/fulfillment/index.html


writing sample 3_John Darrow
http://phoons.com/john/classes/sw.pdf

Way back, I taught tech writers how to create API reference documentation for 
Java and for C++. In parallel, I started writing a book that covered all that plus 
more.

This PDF is snippets from that book. My target audience was tech writers who had 
no programing background. My intent was to keep the cookies on the bottom 
shelf, layering new concepts upon the old, toward helping them grasp the key 
programming concepts they would need to understand if they were to document 
a Java or C++ method signature with its properties. I had the repeated joy as a 
teacher in seeing students with no programming background excel on the final 
project and test where they produced bare-bones API Reference documentation 
for Java or C++ classes they were seeing for the first time.

writing sample 4_John Darrow
(JavaLoad; pardon my hack of taking photos of a hardbound document and 
loading into PDF)

This is an ancient writing sample. I include it because I produced the entire doc 
set.

It was a wonderfully collaborative effort. The dev lead called a meeting with his 
developers and the team brainstormed on what key concepts they wanted to 
convey. They worked out the basic chapter structure they wanted per main 
document (the Users Guide and the Tutorial).

Some of the developers wrote up some basic thoughts for me to process; others 
had whiteboard conversation and I recorded our discussions. I then turned these 
writings and conversations into documentation.  Several reviews and iterations 
later, I had the completed docs. And then the project was shut down. :)
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